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------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Introduction: 

-A first word: Hi everyone, this is my character guide for Klonoa beach 
volleyball. I made this FAQ because some people asked me to do it, they wanted 
a translation of the endings in the game because they have the japanese version 
and don't really understand it. The game is never released in the States so they 
had to buy the japanese version, I have the PAL version of the game so I could 
easily get the endings in English, so this FAQ goes to them! 

-I had lots of work with this FAQ because I had to write down all the endings, 
and I wasn't fast enough to write the whole thing down so I had to replay the 
tournament four or five times per character! So I had lots of work with it but 
I think it's worth it because I like the game and I can help everyone out with 
the game who asked me to help them. 

-And don't steal my FAQ! You may not use it on other sites than GameFaqs or 
everywhere else, you may only use it for yourself. And please don't plagiarism! 
This FAQ is copyright of me(see copyright below) and the game is copyright of 
Namco. 

-Also please rate my FAQ (good or bad it doesn't matter) so I can see if I did 
a good job or that I have to keep updating this FAQ until it's good. 

-There is also a favour I want to ask you all, help me with a few things I can't 
find myself. So e-mail me with everything I need to know for this FAQ. PS: See 
the e-mail section below for the details! 



------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
2.Version history: 

8/10/2003 : Started the FAQ and finished these things: (version 0.25) 
            *Introduction 
            *"What's this FAQ for?" section 
            *The characters section was started but not completed. 

8/12/2003 : Second time working on the FAQ: (version 0.45) 
            *added all gamespeak, costumes and another 5 endings. 
            *Started non-playable characters section. 

8/13/2003 : Third time working on my FAQ: (version 0.60) 
            *added another 2 endings. 
            *added e-mail and copyright section. 

8/14/2003 : fourth time working on my FAQ: (version 0.80) 
            *added another 2 ending movies. 
            *started character strategies section. 
            *added thanks to session. 

8/16/2003 : Worked on my FAQ and posted it: (version 0.85) 
            *finished strategies section. 

8/29/2003 : First update: (version 0.88) 
            *Added the ending movie of Garlen. 
            *Added Guntz's special move. 
            *Changed Super Garlen's biography. 

10/19/2003 : second update: (version 0.92) 
            *Added Nahatomb's ending. 
            *Created player strategies section. 

10/31/2003 : third update : (version 0.93) 
            *Added neoseeker to the list of allowed sites. 
            *Created ASCII on top of this FAQ. 

11/8/2003 : fourth update : (version 1.0) 
            *Added the ending of S.Garlen 
            *Updated non-playable characters section 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
3.What's this FAQ for? 

-Like I said before for everyone on the message board who asked me to do this FAQ. 

-Things you can find in this FAQ: 
 *All the information on characters. 
 *Some information on side-characters. 
 *How to unlock secret characters. 
 *And of course the ending movies in English. 

-Things you can't find in this FAQ: 
 *Information on the game itself. 
 *Things about gamemodes or courts. 



 *Unlockable stuff in the game. 
 *Any other things that are not listed above. 
----> You can check out Luugiea's FAQ for this stuff :) 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
4.The characters: 

-Alright this is a character FAQ so you can find all the information on the main 
 characters here. 

-This is how I do it (just to explain my lay-out) 

 CHARACTER NAME 
---------------- 
Bio: A short biography of the character. 

Type: The playing type of the character (like power or speed) 

Stats: the stats that I collected from the character-selection screen. 
      *attack: The attacking power. 
      *block: The ability to block. 
      *feint: The ability to avoid being blocked. 
      *receive: How good can the character receive a ball. 
      *speed: How fast the character is. 
      *diff: I'm not sure but I think it means difficulty of the character. 

Special attack: Name of the special attack and what the attack does to your 
                opponents. 

Costumes: The 2 different costumes are listed here. 
          *first: The normal costume. 
          *secondary: The alternate costume (Actually just another colour) 

Speak: What the character says in the game. 
          *start of a match: What he/she says at the beginning of a match. 
          *win: What he/she says when he/she wins a match. 
          *special attack: What he/she says when he/she performes a special move. 

Ending movie: The tekst of the ending movie. (SPOILERS!) 

-Alright here are the characters: 

 KLONOA 
--------- 
Bio: You know klonoa, don't you? He is the main person of the klonoa platform 
games and he likes to play volleyball with his mates in his spare time so here 
he is in a volleyball game! In the game he plays very good because he is good 
at attacking. 

Type: Power 

Stats: *attack:  3/4 
       *block:   2/4 
       *feint:   1.5/4 
       *receive: 1.5/4 
       *speed:   2/4 
       *diff:    2/4 



Special attack: Tornado attack ,Klonoa will knock the ball to his opponents 
witch causes a huge tornado that will blow away the opponents. 

Costumes: *first: blue shirt, blue hat and red shoes. 
          *secondary: red shirt, red hat and yellow shoes. 

Speak: *start of a match: "Okay, let's go!" 
       *win: "Hihi" 
       *special attack: "Here we go, tataraa!" 

Ending movie: <You see Klonoa and Garlen> 
              KLONOA: "Hooray! We won!" 
              GARLEN: [SIGH] 
              <You see heart moo, chipple, klonoa and Popka together> 
              KLONOA: "Come on, let's try again!" 
              CHIPPLE: "I see that you are trying really hard." 
              POPKA: "I'm going to do better this time!" 
              HEART MOO: "Moo!" 
              <You see popka eating his cookies and chipple hitting him> 
              POPKA: "The new popka delicious voice crackers!" 
              CHIPPLE: "Here we go spinning PUNCH!" 
              HEART MOO: "Moo!Moo!" 
              KLONOA: "Watch this tornado attack EX!" 
                        [BOING] 
              <You see that a piece of the town is destroyed> 
              BALUE: "You better pay me for the damage!" 
              POPKA: "No...price...money." 
              KLONOA: [SIGH] 

 LOLO
------- 
Bio: Lolo is a student priest, a little bit inhandy but brave! She isn't really 
strong but she is a good defender for the team. 

Type: Balance 

Stats: *attack:  1/4 
       *block:   3.5/4 
       *feint:   1/4 
       *receive: 4/4 
       *speed:   2/4 
       *diff:    1/4 

Special attack: Lovely attack ,A pink shine will come to Lolo and there will be 
some hearts around it and she knocks the ball to the opponents and they will be 
sucked up by the same pink ray! 

Costumes: *first: red hat, pink shoes and pink shirt. 
          *secondary: white hat, white shoes and white shirt. 

Speak: *start of match: "Let's go!" 
       *win: "Yes!" 
       *special attack: "Please, go in!" 

Ending movie: <You see Lolo and Garlen> 
              GARLEN: "Grrr...well done for winning." 
              LOLO: "Thank you very much! It was worth all the hard work!" 
              GARLEN: "Grrr...just take your price money and leave!" 
              <You see Popka and Klonoa on the table> 
              POPKA: "Thanks for taking Lolo shopping Klonoa!" 



              KLONOA: "I don't mind but why can't I buy anything for myself?" 
              POPKA: "You'll see in a moment..." 
              <You see Lolo bringing tea> 
              LOLO: "Look Klonoa! This tea is so..." 
              POPKA: "Lolo, watch out!" 
              KLONOA: "It's slippy!" 
              <You see Lolo falling down on the ground> 
                         [CRASH] 
              POPKA: "Here we go again!" 
              <You see all 3 characters together, but I can't really see where> 
              LOLO: "This cup is lovely" [CRASH] 
              POPKA: "This juice!" [CRASH] 
              LOLO: "This..." [CRASH] 
              KLONOA: ".........................." 
              <You see klonoa packed with all kinds of stuff> 
              KLONOA: "I can't watch this!" 
              POPKA: "I bet you don't even feel like shopping now." 
              LOLO: "I'll practice my shopping next time." 

 TAT 
------- 
Bio: Tat is Leorina's cheeky sidekick. She is very good at picking up hard to 
reach balls, so she is a quick and defensive character! 

Type: Speed 

Stats: *attack:  0.5/4 
       *block:   2.5/4 
       *feint:   2.5/4 
       *receive: 3/4 
       *speed:   3/4 
       *diff:    1/4 

Special attack: Super tat robot press. Tat will knock the ball over the net and 
                then a big cat robot falls down that will make your opponents look 
                like flat pankakes! 

Costumes: *first: black and white body. 
          *secondary: green and white body. 

Speak: *start of a match: "Here I am!" 
       *win: "Jihahahahaha" 
       *special attack: "Go cat robot!" 

Ending movie: <You see Tat and Garlen> 
              GARLEN: "Well done for winning, Tat." 
              TAT: "Hee hee! I've won, won, won!" 
              <You see Tat and Leorina> 
              LEORINA: "Who would believe it?" 
              TAT: "Don't forget to keep your promise!" 
              LEORINA: "...Do I have to do it?" 
              TAT: "Image is important -Even for an air pirate!" 
                          LATER... 
              <You see Leorina holding a gun at the Evil minister> 
              EVIL MINISTER: "Who are you?" 
              TAT: "Were air pirates, Leorina and Tat!" 
              LEORINA: "Sorry to disturb your sleep, but I want all your money 
                        you earn doing evil things!" 
              EVIL MINISTER: ".........." 
              EVIL MINISTER: "...Hee hee!" 



              <You see Leorina and Tat in a car, Leorina is painted black and white 
               just like Tat> 
              LEORINA: "I did this 'cos I promised, but this is good for my 
                        image?" 
              TAT: "Of course, you look great!" 
              LEORINA: "...I don't understand..." 
              TAT: "Just like twins!Hah!" 

 LEORINA 
----------
Bio: When this pirate aims at something you can be sure that she won't miss it. 
With her outstanding blocking and feinting , she is a hard to defeat character 
when she's close to the net. 

Type: Technique 

Stats: *attack:  0.5/4 
       *block:   4/4 
       *feint:   3.5/4 
       *receive: 1.5/4 
       *speed:   1.5/4 
       *diff:    3/4 

Special attack: Dark thunder. Leorina will use her power to use lightning sparks 
                and then she knocks the ball to her opponents and lightning will 
                strike burning all your opponents. 

Costumes: *first: red hat, red jacket and white shoes. 
          *secondary: black hat, white jacket and black shoes. 

Speak: *start of a match: "I'm gonna win!" 
       *win: "Did it!" 
       *special attack: "Watch this!" 

Ending movie: <You see Leorina and Garlen> 
              GARLEN: "Grr...well done for winning, Leorina." 
              LEORINA: "No big deal...I guess I'll pick up my price money and 
                        go home!" 
              GARLEN: "You...you" 
              GARLEN: "Leorina...I hear that you're an air pirate." 
              LEORINA: "What?" 
              GARLEN: "I'm not paying any money to a thief!" 
              LEORINA: "What did you say?" 
              GARLEN: "Leave before I call the police!" 
              LEORINA: "So that's your idea." 
              LEORINA: "Since I am a thief I'll act like one!" 
              GARLEN: "You fool! The money is safe in the mansion!" 
              <You see Leorina flying in some kind of plain> 
              LEORINA: "Thanks for that,...Tat!" 
              TAT: "It's nothing" 
              <You see Tat lifting up the mansion with the plain> 
                             [CRUMBLE] 
              GARLEN: "Mmmmmmy mansion?" 
              LEORINA: "Don't forget to invite me for the next tournament!" 
              GARLEN: "AAAAAAAAAAAAARGGGGGGGGGGGGH!" 

 CHIPPLE 
----------- 
Bio: A boxer who has great respect for Klonoa. He's not fast but if he hits the 



ball you can be sure he scores the point! 

Type: Power 

Stats: *attack:  3.5/4 
       *block:   1/4 
       *feint:   1/4 
       *receive: 0.5/4 
       *speed:   1/4 
       *diff:    3/4 

Special attack: Spinning punch. Chipple will fly in the air and charges his fist 
                then he will knock on the ball and Chipple will go to the other 
                side of the court punching your opponents away. 

Costumes: *red handgloves, red shoes, red helmet. 
          *blue handgloves, blue shoes, blue helmet. 

Speak: *start of a match: "Gonna do my best." 
       *win: "Winner!" 
       *special attack: "Spinning PUNCH!" 

Ending movie: <You see garlen and chipple> 
              GARLEN: "Well done for winning, Chipple." 
              CHIPPLE: "WHAT? It can't be true!" 
              <You see Chipple and Klonoa on a court> 
              CHIPPLE: "I can't have possible won." 
              CHIPPLE: 'I want a new game of volleyball." 
              KLONOA: "What?" 
              CHIPPLE: "Let's start the match!" 
              <You see Garlen and Chipple again> 
              GARLEN: "Congratulations on winning, Chipple!" 
              CHIPPLE: "What?" 
              CHIPPLE: "Stop teasing me!" 
              CHIPPLE: "It can't be true!" 
              CHIPPLE: "Start again!" 
              GARLEN: "well done for winning, Chipple." 
              CHIPPLE: "What?" 
              CHIPPLE: "Let's start over!" 
              <You see a match is being played> 
              HUEPOW: "Let the match begin!BEEP!" 
              GARLEN: "Well done for winning, Chipple!" 
              CHIPPLE: "I won't accept it." 
              CHIPPLE: "Let's start again!" 
              HUEPOW: "Let the match begin!BEEP!" 
              GARLEN: "Well done for winning, Chipple." 
              CHIPPLE: "I don't agree with it!" 

 HEART MOO
------------ 
Bio: This is the leader of some weird creatures called Moos. He looks like he is 
very dumb and he always says Moo, but maybe he isn't that dumb after all... 

Type: Balance 

Stats: *attack:  2/4 
       *block:   1.5/4 
       *feint:   3/4 
       *receive: 2.5/4 



       *speed:   3/4 
       *diff:    1.5/4 

Special attack: Moo moo march. Moo will knock the ball over the net and some 
                strange Moo-alike smoke will appear that will change your opponents 
                into wandering Moos. 

Costumes: *first: green cap, red body, red ears. 
          *second: purple cap, blue body, blue ears. 

Speak: *Start of a match: "Jawohl, moo" 
       *win: "Jawohl" 
       *special attack: "Jawohl" 

Ending movie: <You see Moo and Garlen> 
              AFTER LOTS OF WORK HEART MOO BECAME THE WINNER; HE PICKED UP THE 
              BALL NEAR GARLEN AND DECIDES TO SHOW HIS BALL OF. 
              HEART MOO: "Moo!" 
              WHAT A GREAT LEADER OF THE MOOS! 
              <You see Heart moo with his ball> 
              HEART MOO WAS VERY PROUD OF THE BALL; MAYBE HE THINKS THE BALL IS 
              A FRIEND; HE GAVE THE BALL A BANDANA AND WENT TO SLEEP WITH THE 
              BALL. 
              HEART MOO: "zzzz" 
              HIS FRIENDS LOOKED VERY JEALOUS. 
              MOOS: "Mooooo!" 
              EVERYONE DECIDES TO COPY HEART MOO. 
              MOOS: "Moooooo!" 
              EVERYONE WAS VERY HAPPY. HOORAY FOR NEW FRIENDS. 
              BUT, WICH ONE IS THE BALL? 

 POPKA 
-------- 
Bio: Popka is a small one, but he's big when it comes to attitude. He's a very 
close friend to Lolo. He's a very speedy and fast with the ball, so use him to 
set up a great attack. 

Type: Speed 

Stats: *attack:  2/4 
       *block:   0.5/4 
       *feint:   1.5/4 
       *receive: 1/4 
       *speed:   4/4 
       *diff:    1/4 

Special attack: Voice cracker. Popka will knock the ball over the net and then a 
                hard wind will appear that will push your opponents into the net. 

Costumes: *first: brown ears, feet and hands 
          *second: black ears, feet and hands 

Speak: *start of a match: "Come on!" 
       *win: "I'm number one." 
       *special attack: "Raaah!" 

Ending movie: <You see Popka and Garlen> 
              GARLEN: "Congratulations on winning, Popka!" 
              POPKA: "Yes! Everyone knows that I'm the best!" 
              <You see Popka fitting expensive clothes and jewelery> 



              POPKA: "A champion needs to look his best!" 
              KLONOA: "That's so uncool, Popka." 
              POPKA: "Don't worrt, I have my price money. Now bring me all the 
                      clothes in this shop!" 
              <Popka now notices that his wallet is empty> 
              POPKA: "............oh............." 
              <You see Popka and Lolo outside in the snow> 
              LOLO: "You must be very cold." 
              POPKA: "I can handle this!" 
              LOLO: "Why suffer? This will make you warmer." 
              POPKA: "........" 
              POPKA: "Forget it,...I'm at my best! come on Lolo, let's get 
                      something good to eat!" 
              LOLO: "Great." 
              KLONOA: "Hey!" 

 JOKA
--------- 
Bio: A very sneaky character, Joka is always on the look for someone he can make 
a fool of. He may be very slippy, but he's a very good player. 

Type: Technique 

Stats: *attack:  2.5/4 
       *block:   3/4 
       *feint:   4/4 
       *receive: 0.5/4 
       *speed:   2/4 
       *diff:    4/4 

Special attack: Chaotic dance. Joka will use his tail to hit the ball to his 
                opponents and then the opponents will start to dance! 

Costumes: *first: Yellow and orange coloured body with purple shoes. 
          *secondary: Purple and blue coloured body with yellow shoes. 

Speak: *start of a match: "Be nice to me!" 
       *win: "Thank you!" 
       *special attack: "Just go!" 

Ending movie: <You see Garlen and Joka> 
              GARLEN: "Grr...well done for winning, Joka" 
              JOKA: "Woohoo! The price money is mine!" 
              <You see Joka and Heart Moo> 
              HEART MOO: "Moo! Moo!" 
              JOKA: "Thanks for your support!" 
              HEART MOO: "Moooooooooo!" 
              JOKA: "I'm still determined to win more money!" 
              <You see Joka doing a magic trick> 
              JOKA: "Watch my magic trick!" 
              JOKA: "Abracadabra!" 
              JOKA: "I want this price money to increase 10 times!" 
                             BOING! 
              JOKA ".................." 
              <You see Joka in a shop with a very large dollar note> 
              SHOP MANAGER: "This must be some kind of joke." 
              JOKA: "It's definitely real!" 
              SHOP MANAGER: "I've never seen such an enourmous one!" 
              JOKA: "It's only 10 times bigger." 
              SHOP MANAGER: "Come on, to the police!" 



              JOKA: "Ahh!" 

 Guntz 
----------
Bio: Guntz looks terifying with his two guns. Guntz is an enemy of Klonoa and 
he will use his guns to set up strong attacks to defeat Klonoa. 

How to unlock: Beat championship mode once. 

Type: Power 

Stats: *attack:  4/4 
       *block:   1.5/4 
       *feint:   0.5/4 
       *receive: 0.5/4 
       *speed:   1/4 
       *diff:    3.5/4 

Special attack: Death god fire. Guntz shoots with his guns to the ball in the air 
and the ball will fly over the net and Guntz's opponents will be shot. 

Costumes: *first: black coat, black cap, black gun. 
          *secondary: purple coat, purple cap, purple gun. 

Speak: *start of a match: "Let's get going!" 
       *win: "Easy teasy" 
       *special attack: "Saya!" 

Ending movie: <You see Guntz and Garlen> 
              GARLEN: "You traitor!" 
              GUNTZ: "Me? I sorted out the players and bodyguards for you!" 
              GARLEN: "Grrr..." 
              GUNTZ: "I want my payment and my prize money." 
              GARLEN: "Hold it!" 
              GUNTZ: "?" 
              GARLEN: "Garlen will not be made a fool of by a youngster like you, 
                       give me back the money!" 
              GUNTZ: "Hmpf. How silly." 
              GUNTZ: "Can I ask a question?" 
              GARLEN: "Yeah?" 
              GUNTZ: "I'm looking for a hunter with poisoned nails. Do you know 
                      one?" 
              GARLEN: "How on earth should I know?" 
              GUNTZ: "....oh...." 
              GARLEN: "So you're done then?" 
              <You see Garlen's mansion exploding> 
                            [KABOOM] 
              GARLEN: "WHAT?" 
              <You see Guntz riding his motorcycle> 
              GUNTZ: "What a hastle...I guess I've made some money now." 
              GUNTZ: "Ok, where shall I go now? Father, I shall get revenge!" 

 GARLEN 
----------- 
Bio: Garlen is the tournament sponsor himself. He is a genious in science and 
he is some kind of emporer of the sports world. He is also the boss of Garlen 
Resorts. Maybe he will show us who he really is... 

How to unlock: Beat championship mode with three different characters. 



Type: Balance 

Stats: *attack:  2.5/4 
       *block:   2.5/4 
       *feint:   2.5/4 
       *receive: 2.5/4 
       *speed:   1.5/4 
       *diff:    2.5/4 

Special attack: Garlen bomber. Garlen will knock on the ball and when the ball 
                hits the ground on the other side of the court, a bomb will fall 
                and explode. 

Costumes: *first: green hat, green costume and white vehicle. 
          *secondary: red hat, red costume and black vehicle. 

Speak: *start of a match: "Wijah!" 
       *win: "Wiiiner!" 
       *special attack: "Thake that!" 

Ending movie: <You see Garlen and Huepow> 
              GARLEN: "Haha...! I am the winner! The world's sports and resorts 
                       are mine! 
              HUEPOW: "You! BEEEEEEEP!" 
              GARLEN: "Eh?" 
              HUEPOW: "It's unfair that you get to ride your machine." 
              GARLEN: "Machine, huh?" 
              HUEPOW: "People will think that your machine won the game." 
              GARLEN: "What? Are you ridiculing ME?" 
              GARLEN: "Very well, get onto my machine then! Then you'll under- 
                       stand my new power." 
              <You see Klonoa and the rest on a machine> 
              KLONOA: ""Yes, this is great!" 
              HEART MOO: "Moooo!" 
              JOKA: "I bet I could easily win on this!" 
              HUEPOW: "Let the match begin!" 
              <You see Garlen laying on the ground> 
              HUEPOW: BEEP!BEEP! Garlen has been easily beaten." 
              GARLEN: ".........................." 
              <You see Garlen working and Nahatomb is with him> 
              GARLEN: "Agh, I'm going to build a new machine that only I can use." 
              NAHATOMB: "What about your domination plans?" 
              GARLEN: "Forget those!" 
              NAHATOMB: "...you're fired!" 

 NAHATOMB 
------------ 
Bio: Nahatomb is very appreciated as the head of conventions of Garlen resorts. 
If you have a look at him you see that he is slow but very strong! 

How to unlock: Beat championship mode with seven different characters. 

Type: Power 

Stats: *attack:  3.5/4 
       *block:   2.5/4 
       *feint:   1.5/4 
       *receive: 1/4 
       *speed:   0.5/4 



       *diff:    3/4 

Special attack: Meteor press. Nahatomb will create a meteorite like thing and 
                knock the ball over the net and the meteorites will crash down 
                on his opponents. 

Costumes: *first: purple body with blue spots. 
          *secondary: Green body with yellow spots. 

Speak: *start of a match: "I'll eat you!" 
       *win: "Hehehehe." 
       *special attack: "Raah!" 

Ending movie: <You see Nahatomb and Garlen> 
              NAHATOMB: "Haha! Good job Garlen! Not a bad attraction at all!" 
              GARLEN: "thank you mister Nahatomb!" 
              NAHATOMB: "Don't worry about money. This is going to be our 
                         attraction." 
              GARLEN: "Thank you very much mister Nahatomb!" 
              <You see Nahatomb next to a green statue of him> 
              NAHATOMB: "But I have one problem." 
              GARLEN: "Yes sir?" 
              NAHATOMB: "The 'me' that appears at the end is not nearly 
                         at me." 
              GARLEN: "What?...I mean, of course sir!" 
              NAHATOMB: "Remake it as soon as possible!" 
              GARLEN: "Alright mister Nahatomb!" 
              <You see a shining purple Nahatomb statue> 
              GARLEN: "What about this?" 
              NAHATOMB: "This is it! I love it! Let's use him as our group's 
                         mascotte!" 
              GARLEN: "Whaaaat?!" 
              NAHATOMB: "Haha! We're going to make loads of money!" 
              <You see Nahatomb's theme park for sale> 
              COMMENTATOR: "The Garlen resorts wich opened yesterday has crashed 
                            due to problems like agressive bussiness and a 
                            creepy mascotte." 
              NAHATOMB: "Why?" 

 SUPER GARLEN 
--------------- 
Bio: A better, superior version of Garlen, why he made this you'll see in the 
     endingmovie of Garlen (I don't want to spoil it). 

How to unlock: Beat championship mode with every character. 

Type: Super balance 

Stats: *attack:  3.5/4 
       *block:   3.5/4 
       *feint:   3.5/4 
       *receive: 3.5/4 
       *speed:   2.5/4 
       *diff:    3.5/4 

Special attack: Garlen bomber. Garlen will knock on the ball and when the ball 
                hits the ground on the other side of the court, a bomb will fall 
                and explode. 



Costumes: *first: white vehicle, green costume, yellow weapon. 
          *secondary: yellow vehicle, red costume, black weapon. 

Speak: *start of a match: "Power up!" 
       *win: "Don't blame me!" 
       *special attack: "Hahaha, go!" 

Ending movie: <You see Super Garlen and Huepow> 
              SUPER GARLEN: "Haha! I have completely and uttely won! The Garlen 
                             Resorts rule this tournament!" 
              HUEPOW: "You! BEEP!" 
              SUPER GARLEN: "Eh?" 
              HUEPOW: "I think it's not fair that only you are super." 
              SUPER GARLEN: What?" 
              HUEPOW: "People will think that your NAME has won the match!" 
              SUPER GARLEN: "What? Are you ridicouling me?" 
              SUPER GARLEN: "Why don't you call yourselves super then? You will 
                             see that it doesn't matter." 
              <You see S.klonoa, S.Moo and S.Joka> 
              SUPER KLONOA: "Yes!Great!" 
              SUPER HEART MOO: "Mooooo!" 
              SUPER JOKA: "This looks like it's going to be easy!" 
              SUPER HUEPOW: "Let the match begin! BEEP!" 
              <You see S.Garlen laying on the ground> 
              SUPER HUEPOW: "BEEP! S.Garlen has been easily beaten!" 
              >You see S.H.U.M. Garlen DX and Nahatomb> 
              SUPER GARLEN: "........................" 
              S.H.U.M.Garlen DX: "Aargh! I'm going to be super hyper ultra mega 
                                  Garlen DX. 
              NAHATOMB: "What are your domination plans?" 
              S.H.U.M.Garlen DX: "Bring me a missile!" 
              NAHATOMB: "...Silly guy..." 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
5.Non-playable characters: 

 BALUE 
-------- 
Bio: <I need help with this one, see e-mail for more...> 

When you see him in the game: In the ending movie of Klonoa. 

 HUEPOW 
--------- 
Bio: Well, this is the referee of the game! He watches every match. He sits just 
next to the net. 

When you see him: *In every match because he's the referee. 
                  *In the endings of Chipple, Garlen 

 THE MOOS 
----------- 
Bio: Little cute beasts that live in Klonoa's world. Their leader is Heart Moo. 
Moo's serve for several things, like attacking and here as a ball. 

When you see them: *In the ending movie of Heart Moo. 
                   *In every match (the balls are made of Moos) 



 EVIL MINISTER 
---------------- 
Bio: I don't think this guy appeared in other Klonoa games, it's just a minister 
of Klonoa's town who does bad things I guess. 

When you see him: *In the ending movie of Tat. 

S.H.U.M. Garlen DX 
------------------ 
Bio: Apears in the ending of Super Garlen. 

When you see him: *In the ending movie of Super Garlen. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
6.Character strategies: 

-Alright, time now for the hard work; The strategies! Very important to win a 
 match and to play against a friend of course! So, first I am going to start 
 with the strategies for every character, so practice these first: 

 OVERALL STRATEGIES: 
--------------------- 
-Service: The most important thing in a match: a good serve is the beginning of 
 a point. Practice this in training mode! Here's the strategy: First press square 
 to throw the ball in the air and then press square again to hit the ball to the 
 opponents. The best strategy is to time your hit, just press square when the 
 ball reaches his highest point! Also use the directional buttons to aim the 
 ball. 
-Receiving the ball: When your opponent serves or attacks, you have to receive 
 the ball. Just run to the spot where the ball is going to fall and press X. 
 The exact spot is where you see the ball's shadow. Also use directional buttons 
 to aim the ball into your court. This is hard in the beginning, so practice it 
 a lot, alright! 
-Set up an attack: To score a point, you have to attack the opponent and when 
 the opponent can't reach the ball, you score! To perform an attack first receive 
 the ball and then press X when your your other character is under the ball and 
 aim that ball towards the net on your court and then run towards the ball with 
 your first character and press squre(+ directional buttons to aim!). The best 
 way to attack is to press square when the ball is on its highest point, then 
 the ball will be knocked over the net very hard! You can also do an attack just 
 by receiving the ball and then after that attack with the other character. 
 You can also do a direct attack, when your opponent hits the ball high over 
 the net, the ball will be high enough on your side to attack, so quickly press 
 square to perform a very hard attack. 
-Special attack: Very good to score two up to nine points. In the upper left 
 corner of the screen you see your special move 'screen' with nine squares on it 
 these squares represent your opponents court. When you score a point in the 
 back-right corner of your opponents field, the upper-right square of this 
 'screen' will turn blue. When you have made a line on this 'screen', you can 
 do a special attack of 2 points, when you have 3 lines you can perform a special 
 attack of 3 points etc. So always aim for the places on your opponent's court 
 you need to make a line. When you have enough points to win the game or when 
 you have the maximum of nine points it's the best time to do your special 
 attack! It's just the same as setting up a normal attack, but press circle 
 instead of square. The screen will change and there is your special attack! 
-Blocking: To block an attack just stand close to the net and press square. Your 
 character will jump and hopefully it will block your opponent's attack. This 
 move is hard to do and your opponent will mostly do a feint if your block is too 



 early. So time your block well and the ball will go back to your opponents. 
-Feint: When you get blocked by an opponent you must perform a feint, this means 
 you hit the ball close over the net. So when you attack press square and aim 
 towards the net (So use left, up+left or down+left) 
-Teams: Try to find the pefect team to defeat the enemy! Choose a great balance 
 betwean characters (offensive + defensive) and go for it, here are some tips: 

 KLONOA 
--------- 
-Type: Power 
-Strategy: Offensive. 
-Specific strategy: Klonoa is a great character to perform attacks with. You 
 shouldn't really bother abbout defending, just knock the ball to your opponents 
 using Klonoa. Time your attack real good and the attack will be hard enough to 
 score a point. So timing is the key to succes with Klonoa! 
-Goo team mate: Lolo because she is good at receiving and then you should receive 
 the ball with Lolo, pass it to Klonoa and then knock the ball over the net! 

 LOLO
-------- 
-Type: Balance 
-Strategy: Defensive. 
-Specifis strategy: Lolo isn't good at attacking or feinting. Just use Lolo 
 defensively and let her set up an attack (receiving or tossing the ball). Also 
 when Lolo is at the net, don't attack with her but use her block to surprise 
 your opponent! 
-Good team mate: Klonoa because he is good at attacking so use Lole to set up the 
 attack and leave the offensive work to Klonoa. And also don't hesitate to use 
 Lolo's block. 

 TAT 
------- 
-Type: Speed 
-Strategy: Defensive. 
-A very fast and good at receiving character. Use Tat as a defender and you'll 
 have no problem. Use your speed to receive all the hard to take balls and then 
 pass it to your mate and he will attack. At the net maybe you should try to do 
 a defensive feint, it always works good! 
-Good team mate: Chipple is a rather slow but very hard character, so it is a 
 good fit for Tat. Let Tat run and receive the ball and pass it to Chipple and 
 he will take care of the rest! 

 LEORINA 
----------- 
-Type: Technique 
-Strategy: neutral/defensive 
-Specific strategy: Always use Leorina at the net, because there she will make 
 some great points! Block your opponent's attacks and when they block you just 
 use your feint to surprise them! Don't use her to attack because she mostly 
 doesn't make much points this way. 
-Good team mate: Every power character (Klonoa, Chipple, Guntz, Nahatomb or 
 Super Garlen) Will make a good fit. Well, same tactic as always, let Leorina 
 set up the attack and the other character should attack. Also don't forget to 
 use blocks and feints. 

 CHIPPLE 
----------- 
-Type: Power 
-Strategy: offensive 
-Specific strategy: This is a very heavy character, Chipple can attack very well 



 and always very hard. So time your attack weel and Chipple will do the rest. 
 He is not exactly fast or a good receiver, so you'll need on to team up with! 
-Good team mate: Tat or Heart Moo will make good team mates. Use Tat to get the 
 ball very quick and let him pass the ball to you and then Chipple's only purpose 
 should be attacking. 

 HEART MOO
------------ 
-Type: Balance 
-Strategy: Neutral 
-Specific strategy: A very well-balanced character. This is a good character to 
 begin with, but also for advanced players Haeart Moo is a good character. He is 
 good at attacking but also in defending! So he fits in every team. He is a 
 great feinter at the net to, so he is really worth it. 
-Good team mate: Anyone, his stats are so well balanced that it depends on your 
 tactic wich character you choose. If you are an offensive player I should say 
 you choose Chipple, when you are a defensive player you should take Lolo when 
 you are a tricky player, select Leorina! 

 POPKA 
-------- 
-Type: Speed 
-Strategy: defensive 
-Specific strategy: Popka is not really good at the net, but he can well receive 
 the ball and give a toss to your mate. At the net you should use his attack, 
 if the ball is high enough the attack should be good. Weel, his special move 
 is also good so I should say try out Popka and see for yourself... 
-Good team mate: If you play offensive, I should recommend Klonoa or Guntz who 
 are good at attacking or when you're a defensive one I should recommend Joka 
 because he is good at the net and his attacks are also welcome. 

 JOKA
----------- 
-Type: Technique 
-Strategy: neutral/offensive 
-Specific strategies: Joka is very good at the net! He blockes lots of attacks 
 and he feints like the best. So your best purpose for Joka is feinting. Set up 
 an attack and toss the ball over the net and your opponents will be surprised. 
 When the ball is high enough a normal attack is also good or when a ball is too 
 high to block a direct attack should do it! 
-Good team mate: Popka, he is a good player to set up an attack and then Joka 
 should feint and block all balls, it's as simple as that! 

 GUNTZ 
----------
-Type: Power 
-Strategy: offensive 
-Specific strategy: He is the strongest character of them all, so use him to 
 attack. He always performs very strong attacks and the opponent will be weak 
 against those! So toss the ball high enough for Guntz and attack! 
-Good team mate: All defensive characters will do the trick. Guntz is so strong 
 that he doesn't need a good mate, so select a defensive one, toss the ball to 
 Guntz and go for it! 

 GARLEN 
----------
-Type: Balance 
-Strategy: neutral 
-Specific strategy: He is a well balanced character. You can use him for defense 
 and/or offense. So you can easily switch in a match. But beware because his only 



 weak point is his speed, he isn't really fast, so I should recommend using him 
 as an offensive character. Your strategy depends on your opponent, defensive 
 opponents ask for feints and blocks, defensive ones for strong attacks and 
 tricky opponents ask for both. 
-Good team mate: Again it depends on your strategy, I should recommend Heart Moo 
 or Popka but it's up to you for this character! 

 NAHATOMB 
------------ 
-Type: Power 
-Strategy: offensive 
-Specific strategy: He is strong but way to slow and hard to serve with him (his 
 timing is different). He is only good at attacking and with his height he can 
 block good, but only if you have a good block timing because he is so big. So 
 use him as an attacker only! And if you know how to block, use him as a blocker 
 too.
-Good team mate: Every fast character is good, I should recommend Tat because 
 he is fast and good to set up an attack. So receive the ball with Tat and toss 
 it to Nahatomb to attack! 

-Super Garlen 
--------------- 
-Type: Super balance 
-Strategy: neutral 
-Specific strategy: He is good at everything! He can attack very hard, he is 
 good in setting up an attack and he is good at the net. So in every match you 
 can easily change tactics using him. He is good in every team and for checking 
 out some things. 
-Good team mate: Everyone is good, it depends on your playing tactics, so I should 
 say try out some different characters and see wich one fits the best. 

PLAYER STRATEGIES 
================= 

-These strategies were added by KBV players: 

strategy added by super lowie (myself :p) 
----------------------------------------- 
-Team: Chipple and Heart Moo. 
-strategy: attack 
-specific strategy: I like Chipple very much, because he is very strong and he 
 can handle the ball well. Heart Moo is good at everything so I can use him for 
 defending and attacking. I always use Chipple's special move because it's 
 stronger than Moo's. I always have a offensive strategy so I use Moo often for 
 an attacker. And Moo comes always in handy for slippy feinters! 

Strategy added by my younger brother: 
------------------------------------- 
-Team: Super Garlen and Guntz 
-Strategy: attack 
-specific strategy: My brother likes attacking with strong characters and he 
 always adds Super Garlen to his team because he thinks the boss character is 
 the best. Well, maybe Super Garlen is strong but when it comes to defending 
 his team isn't so good. But I think attacking is the best defense, so this 
 combination of players isn't so bad at all... 

-Please, add your own strategies here! Send them in by mail! 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 



------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
7.E-mail: 

You can e-mail me about this FAQ if you want, but just do it because that's the 
only way I can complete this FAQ. So don't hesitate to mail me. 

-Things you can mail to me: 
*Questions on the game and characters. 
*Questions about this FAQ. 
*Any suggestions or comments on this FAQ. 
*Tips for next FAQ version. 
*Things I should add immediatly. 
*Mistakes I made. 
*Some new strategies. 

-Also e-mail me with the answers to these things I don't know: 
*Information about the character Balue. 

-Don't send me this stuff: 
*Things that are in the FAQ. 
*junk mail or chain mails. 
*mails with attachments. 
*Mails with bad words like f%ck. 
*Spam mails (repeated mails or messages) 

-Just put "klonoa character FAQ" as a subject and also tell me your GameFaqs 
 nickname.

-I will try to respond you within one week. If you send one of the things you 
 musn't send to me that mail will not be answered. 

E-mail: dynamicrex@hotmail.com 
MSN messenger: dynamicrex@hotmail.com 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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